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Abstract: In video streaming over vehicular communication, optimal selection of a video packet

forwarder is a daunting issue due to the dynamic nature of Vehicular Ad-hoc NETworks (VANETs)and

the high data rates of video. In most of the existing studies, extensive considerations of the essential

metrics have not been considered. In order to achieve quality video streaming in vehicular network,

important metrics for link connectivity and bandwidth efficiency need to be employed to minimize

video packet error and losses. In order to address the aforementioned issues, a Road-based Multi-metric

Forwarder Evaluation scheme for Multipath Video Streaming (RMF-MVS) has been proposed.

The RMF-MVS scheme is adapted to be a Dynamic Self-Weighting score (DSW) (RMF-MVS+DSW)

for forwarder vehicle selection. The scheme is based on multipath transmission. The performance

of the scheme is evaluated using Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural SIMilarity index

(SSIM), Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) and End-to-End Delay (E2ED) metrics. The proposed scheme

is compared against two baseline schemes including Multipath Solution with Link and Node

Disjoint (MSLND) and Multimedia Multi-metric Map-aware Routing Protocol (3MRP) with DSW

(3MRP+DSW). The comparative performance assessment results justify the benefit of the proposed

scheme based on various video streaming related metrics.

Keywords: multi-metric; VANET; multimedia; video streaming; vehicular network; next

forwarding vehicle

1. Introduction

Noticeable progress has been made towards the deployment of Vehicular Ad-hoc NETworks

(VANETs) for transportation systems [1]. Related government agencies and Intelligent Transportation

System (ITS) organizations are conscious of the importance and feasibility of the VANETs in preventing

accidents and improving the obtainable emergence response system [2]. In addition, the vehicle

industries and researchers are exploring opportunities, which the VANETs can provide; for example,

in the area of multimedia infotainment and location-centric advertisement [3]. The VANET is faced
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with some intimidating challenges that cause difficulty in video streaming provisioning at a satisfying

level [4,5]. The overall challenges are the diverse densities, wide coverage region and the dynamic

features of the vehicle nodes. In addition to these challenges, the video streaming has a stringent

requirement to attain Quality of Services (QoS) [6,7]. However, video data are usually large, which also

leads to other challenges of the video streaming. The stringent requirement including fewer packet

losses, lower delay and higher bandwidth availability need to be achieved in order to attain quality

video streaming [8]. Video streaming forwarding is anticipated to demand high network resources [9].

Therefore, the capability of VANETs can moderately support the video streaming [10]. Keeping in

mind the aforementioned challenges, in this work, a scheme that improves optimal vehicle selection

for quality video streaming has been proposed. However, some previous studies have been suggested

for ensuring quality delivery based on multi-metric evaluation [11].

Xie et al. [9], utilized only vehicle location and ETX as the quality metric for video transmission,

which are not enough considering the dynamic situation of VANETs. The ETX is a metric used

to estimate the quality of path between two vehicles based on expected transmission count in a

wireless network. However, the metric selects a path with minimum ETX between two vehicles but

does not consider the hop count from source to destination vehicle. Meanwhile, in the proposed

RMF-MVS scheme, the greedy based routing has been employed, which addressed the traversed

high number of hop issue. Further, a scheme that considers the future and current position of the

vehicle and the decoupling of video content transmission from the relay node transmission has been

suggested. However, this is not enough to guarantee the optimal selection of the next forwarder vehicle

considering the high video data rate and obstructions in the urban environment. However, in the

proposed RMF-MVS scheme the accessible bandwidth availability has been considered to ascertain

enough bandwidth for the video data streaming. In addition, the noise ratio in the signal, which is due

to obstruction and interference of external objects, is also considered for forwarder vehicle selection.

Both Tripp-Barba et al. [10] and Mezher and Igartua [11] have suggested a scheme based on a

multi-metric map-aware concept in order to achieve efficient data delivery. The suggested scheme

in Tripp-Barba et al. [10] is based on normal data, that is, not video data. However, the video data

transmission is considered in [11]. The multi-metric considered includes distance, vehicle density,

vehicle trajectory, available bandwidth estimation and MAC layer losses. These metrics are important

for the achievement of quality video delivery. However, some fundamental parameters, which are

specific to the dynamicity of vehicular ad hoc networks, have not been considered. For example, in their

approach, the trajectory of a next forwarding vehicle to the destination is estimated based on its distance

and direction towards the destination vehicle. However, in the real vehicular situation, a vehicle moving

towards the destination vehicle may decide to exit or stop its movement, the probability of vehicle

stoppage needs to be considered when selecting a trajectory vehicle towards the destination vehicle.

In this context, in this work, several metrics including vehicle density on the Road (VDR), Vehicle

TraJectory (VTJ), Hello message Received rate (HmRr), Accessible Bandwidth Estimation (ABE) and

Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) have been considered for evaluating next forwarding

vehicle selection. The video frames forwarded are split into three different frames, namely, I-frame,

P-frame and B-frame, which are forwarded through multipath setting. I-frames are forwarded through

a dedicated path, while both P and B frames are forwarded through another path. This concept

enables higher priority for I-frames, which are the most important frames that interpret both P and B

frames. Consequently, a Road-based Multi-metric Forwarder evaluation for Multipath Video Streaming

(RMF-MVS) has been proposed considering link connectivity and bandwidth efficiency of a forwarding

vehicle. The RMF-MVS scheme is further enhanced by adapting it to be a Dynamic Self-Weighting

(DSW) score for forwarder vehicle selection evaluation. Specifically, the contributions of this study are

stated as follows.

(1) A link connectivity strategy for forwarder vehicle selection considering vehicle density on the

road and vehicle trajectory.
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(2) An enhanced link connectivity considering response time evaluation based on hello message

receive rate for forwarder vehicle selection.

(3) Improved link quality estimation by employing accessible bandwidth estimation and signal to

interference plus noise ratio.

(4) Dynamic self-weighting score for multi-metric forwarder vehicle selection evaluation.

(5) Validation based on extensive simulation results and critical analysis in comparison with

state-of-the-art techniques.

The remaining parts of the paper are structured as follows. In Section 2, a comprehensive

review of the related literatures is discussed. Section 3 presents the proposed RMF-MVS scheme with

the Dynamic Self-Weighting (DSW) score mechanism. Section 4 presents the implementation and

simulation results with their analysis and finally Section 5 concludes the paper. The related works

based on video streaming in vehicular communication considering multi-metrics are discussed in the

next section.

2. Related Works

This section presents a qualitative review of video streaming transmission in vehicular networks

focusing on cross-layer oriented and multi-metric oriented video streaming. Sections 2.1 and 2.2

explain cross-layer oriented and multi-metric oriented video streaming, respectively.

2.1. Cross-Layer Oriented Video Streaming

The cross-layer-based video streaming in vehicular networks is discussed considering the different

works performed based on routing, MAC and/or application layer solutions. For example, a V2V

video streaming based on Cross-layer Optimization for Overtaking (VCO2) assistance is proposed in

order to reduce delay in video packet transmission while improving on-road overtaking safety [12].

A pre-recorded video streaming transmission between vehicles is suggested as a maneuvering system

for overtaking assistance. It optimizes video streams such that, redundant video frames are skipped,

transcoded and the frame rate are reduced for achieving efficient overtaking. The VCO2 is based on

the IEEE 802.11p Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA). Nonetheless, the quality of the video

content is not considered, since the PSNR and SSIM are not measured. Further, a mechanism which

is Multi-flow and multi-driven for Video DElivery (MVIDE) is suggested to support pre-recorded

video streaming over VANETs [13]. The mechanism performs the function of choosing best paths for

pre-recorded video stream series. MVIDE is incorporated into the routing protocol to select paths

by considering some characteristics, including application needs, multiple routes and dynamicity

of vehicles.

In addition, cross-layer Techniques for grading the potential paths using Order Preference

level by SImilarity type to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) is introduced. MVIDE is further merged

with Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing protocol with Movement Awareness (GPSR-MA) [14,15]

(GPSR-MA-MVIDE). Moreover, a real-world assessment of video transmission using IEEE 802.11p has

been presented to explore the video content delivery challenges in VANETs (RMVT) [16]. The work

is to measure the graphics quality of transmitted video using IEEE 802.11p V2V communication

channel. Further, a scheme for measuring anticipated end-to-end delay in the graphics quality of

the transmitted video information is suggested. In addition, a real-time scalable video codec is also

proposed. A selective Rebroadcast mechanism for Video streaming over VANETs (ReViV) is proposed

to relieve overloaded channels and assist in delivering video content in sparse network settings [17].

The mechanism chooses a fewer subset of rebroadcasting vehicles so as to reduce interference and

attain higher video quality. The vehicles are grouped and graded based on their estimated positions

and ability to reach out to other vehicles in the network by employing centrality parameters.

A Measurement-based analysis of Multi-hop pre-recorded video streaming Transmission (MTRM)

using dedicated short-range communication devices is presented [18]. The performance of multi-hop
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transmission is measured to overcome the problem of high packet loss rate. High packet loss causes

video quality degradation. The measurement also considers interference of the communication channel.

Further, startup catching and retransmission strategies are introduced to enhance the video application.

In addition, performance measurement of the retransmission strategy and analysis of the strategy are

conducted. While the retransmission strategy adopted might lead to delay in the video transmission.

However, the proposed video codec has not been adequately validated, because other validation

parameters are not considered for ascertaining quality of the video. In addition, the road-based

multi-metric is not considered in the aforementioned proposed works. Further, Section 2.2 discusses

the related works in multi-metric oriented video steaming over vehicular network.

2.2. Multi-Metric Oriented Video Streaming

The multi-metric based video streaming is discussed based on different metrics considered in

vehicular network, which are related to road-based metrics. In Xie et al. [9], a multipath video streaming

solution based on node disjoint and link disjoint algorithm that employs Ad-hoc On-Demand Vector

(AODV) routing concept has been suggested. However, the node-disjoint and link disjoint concepts

are not sufficient to minimize the route coupling effect and wireless contention, because the signal

coverage of the nodes in the multiple paths is not put into consideration during path selection. ETX and

node disjoint concepts are considered as selection criteria for forwarding vehicle in video streaming.

However, other connectivity metrics such as vehicle trajectory and vehicle density have not been

considered for ascertaining vehicle connectivity during video transmission.

A novel Multichannel Error Recovery Video Streaming (MERVS) protocol is proposed to address

the issue of high packet loss in VANETs [19]. MERVS uses an error recovery process for high quality

and real-time video streaming. It sends video through two channels: Reliable and unreliable channel.

It transmits I-frames through the reliable channel, while inter-frames are transmitted through the

unreliable channel. In order to reduce delay, scalable reliable channel, quick start and priority queue

were incorporated. However, MERVS lacks routing and a relay selection algorithm; hence, further study

is required.

QoS-aware Hierarchical Web Caching (QHWC) scheme for online video streaming applications in

Internet-based VANETs is presented to address bandwidth and delay challenges. The scheme considers

mobile video streaming in order to attain qualitative video delivery at the receiver node [20]. In this

proposal, new metrics including Query to Connectivity Ratio (QCR) and Load Utilization Ratio (LUR)

are employed to maintain QoS for different video streaming applications. However, in a hierarchical

web caching approach, a link breakage or dead node in one level of the hierarchy may cause failure of

video message delivery.

Further, a Mobility-aware and Quality-driven Retransmission limit Adaptation Scheme for Video

streaming over VANETs (MQRASV) is presented [21]. The adaptation scheme employs multi-objective

optimization structure that concurrently reduces the likelihood of start-up delay and playback freeze

of a streaming video at the destination vehicle. They are reduced by tweaking the MAC retransmission

limit in relation to channel delay result and packet communication rate. In addition, the intervallic

channel state approximation is carried-out at the RSU considering the information obtained from the

Doppler shift effect and Received Signal Strength (RSS). Furthermore, two-hop transmission approach

has been employed in the zone where the destination vehicle is found within transmission range of

any of the RSU. However, despite its strength in terms of playback freeze and contention window,

link breakage has not been considered in the scheme.

In addition, in Tripp-Barba et al. [10], a multi-metric based on map-aware routing protocol

for vehicular network has been suggested. Metrics considered include vehicle density, distance,

vehicle trajectory and available bandwidth for making forwarding decision. This aims to reduce

packet delay and losses. However, since the urban scenario is considered, there is need to check the

interference or noise in the signal based on Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR). In addition,

multimedia data is not employed in implementation and evaluation of the proposed protocol.
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Further, a similar multi-metric map-aware routing protocol, which is based on multi-multimedia

data for vehicular communication has been proposed. The multi-metric considered include

distance, vehicle trajectory, vehicle density, MAC losses and available bandwidth for evaluating

forwarding vehicle selection [11]. They are important for the achieving quality video delivery.

However, some fundamental parameters, which are specific to the dynamicity of vehicular ad hoc

network has not been considered. For example, in their approach, the trajectory of a next forwarding

vehicle to the destination is estimated based on its distance and direction towards the destination vehicle.

However, in the real vehicular network situation, a vehicle moving towards the destination vehicle may

decide to exit or stop its movement, the probability of vehicle stoppage need to be considered when

selecting a trajectory vehicle towards the destination vehicle. Another metric considered is the vehicle

density, which is a very important metric for guaranteeing link connectivity in multipath forwarding.

The road vehicle density based on a given threshold has been employed in order to avoid

higher congested roads. However, in their vehicle density estimation, both vehicle in-direction and

opposite-direction of the destination vehicle are considered. This results in the redundant estimation

of road vehicle density, since their trajectory estimations consider only vehicles in the direction of

the destination vehicle, which is selected as a next forwarding vehicle. Therefore, the employment of

multi-metric has a substantial impact in minimizing the video packet error and loss, increasing the

receiving data rate and in turn improving the quality of the video streaming. A detailed discussion of the

proposed Road-based Multi-metric Forwarder evaluation in Multipath Video Streaming (RMF-MVS)

has been presented in Section 3.

3. Road-Based Multi-Metric Forwarder Evaluation Scheme

The design of the Road-based Multi-metric Forwarder evaluation scheme for Multipath Video

Streaming (RMF-MVS), which is based on multiple metrics including Vehicle Density of the Road (VDR),

Vehicle TraJectory (VTJ), Hello Message Receive Rate (HmRr), Accessible Bandwidth Estimation (ABE)

and Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) has been presented in this section. These metrics

improve the selection of Next Forwarding Vehicle (NFV) for attaining quality video streaming delivery.

The RMF-MVS scheme comprises of two stages, namely, information collection and video data

forwarding stage. The information collection stage involves the exchange of information among

neighboring vehicles via hello message. The video data forwarding stage performs video packet

transmission from Source Vehicle Node (SVN) to the Destination Vehicle Node (DVN) based on the

evaluated multi-metrics and dynamic self-weight score mechanism. The detailed discussion of the two

stages is presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. Figure 1 represents the concept of the whole road-based

multi-metric video streaming transmission in a multipath setting.
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Figure 1. Video Streaming Forwarding in Multipath Settings.
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3.1. Information Collection Stage

In this stage, the vehicle communicates with each other by exchanging a hello message.

The exchange of the hello message provides information that the SVN or the Present Forwarding

Vehicle (PFV) use to select among the candidate NFV. The hello message format includes the number

of neighbors based on road-id of the candidate NFV and the timestamp for the receipt of the hello

message. In addition, a counter for the hello messages is set, which gives the total number of hello

messages received within the last one minute from each Candidate-Next Forwarding Vehicle (C-NFV).

This counter is stored in Table of Neighbors’ Information (TNI), which is utilized to estimate hello

message receive rate. The hello messages are exchanged among neighbors between the time intervals

of everyone second based on the hello packet interval. This is feasible because urban settings are

considered; hence, it is believed that vehicle speed is lower relatively compared to highway settings.

There might be no vehicle that changes direction within 1 s. If any vehicle changes its direction,

the packet is still forwarded, but at this point, the vehicle that receives the packet checks it TNI to see if

there exist a vehicle that has the same direction with the last forwarder, and then send to that vehicle.

All the aforementioned information are saved in the TNI, they are employed in selecting an optimal

NFV for the video data transmission. The video packet information format of the scheme is provided

in Figure 2. In addition, the concept in Section 4.2 is also employed to incorporate into the scheme and

make it a full-fledged scheme.

 

 

2Hop

Figure 2. Information Packet Format.

Thus, the strategy of the dispersed vehicle estimation at the SVN for relay vehicle and the

intermediate vehicle selection based on dispersed vehicle selection with SINR have been incorporated

to this objective. The general assumption in geographic routing is that the SVN is already aware

of the location and direction of the DVN in the network based on the GPS and location service

system. Therefore, the greedy algorithm is modified such that it does not only consider the vehicle

closer to the destination but also take into cognizance of the aforementioned multiple metrics.

Consequently, due to the high data rate of the video, to achieve pathdiversity, lower delay and load

balancing, thus the multipath transmission is employed. The aforementioned metrics are discussed in

the following subsections.

3.1.1. Vehicle Density of the Road Estimation

The Vehicle Density of the Road (VDR) estimation is considered as one of the metrics for achieving

optimal NFV selection, because the higher the density on the road the better the options for optimal

NFV selection. In the VDR, there exist two directional vehicles including In-Direction Vehicle Density

(IDVD) and Opposite Direction Vehicle Density (ODVD) as in [22]. The vehicles in the direction of the

DVN are considered as the suitable C-NFV. In this study, the density of the ODVD is given minimal

consideration based on their status. The density of the road is estimated based on the C-NFV that exist

on that particular road, which is within the coverage area of the PFV. In the hello message, each vehicle

sends information of its road-id to the neighbors that have a two-hop link to itself. Therefore, the VDR

is estimated as the number of vehicles that resides within a road, which is in the coverage area of the

PFV based on the two-hop link. The vehicles are collated based on their respective road-id, which is

stored in the TNI. The amount of vehicles that are neighbors to C-NFV is divided by the hop count

(2Hop), because every C-NFV collect information of vehicles in its two link coverage. It is presumed

that the number of neighboring vehicles with their road-id can be used to determine which road has

the highest vehicle density, in order to maintain connectivity. Even though, higher vehicular density

might lead to congestion and wireless contention. However, the multiple paths considered have
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already separated the routes to avoid congestion based on route coupling. The VDR is computed as in

Equation (1).

VDR =
(3× IDVD) + ODVD

4× 2Hop
(1)

The NFV is selected based on the C-NFV that has the highest value of VDR. However, the ODVD

is given a smaller value by multiplying it with 1
4 , which is three times lesser to the value of IDVD

multiplied by 3
4 . This ensures that C-NFV moving towards the direction of the DVN is given higher

priority. Thus, a threshold has been assigned as VDRmax, where the VDRmax is estimated based on

the pilot simulation results obtained and the road density in [22]. Therefore, the VDRmax is set to

100 vehicles/km. The C-NFV that has a larger amount of vehicles than the VDRmax (VDR > VDRmax)

is considered as a congested network. Therefore, it is related as follows in Equation (2).

VDR =

{

1 VDR ≤ VDRmax

0 VDR > VDRmax
(2)

The VDR is estimated for the two multiple paths independently since the paths are dispersed.

The road density of a C-NFV is compared with the other road density of the neighbor vehicles of a

C-NFV and the road with the highest density that is not greater than the VDRmax, is considered for

selection. Therefore, the vehicle density of the road is considered as one of the important metrics that

enable optimal NFV selection. This, in turn, improves the quality of the video transmission since the

faster selection of NFV has been considered based on density of the vehicle on the road. The vehicle

trajectory is discussed in the next subsection.

3.1.2. Vehicle Trajectory

The Vehicle TraJectory (VTJ), which is based on future position and distance between the PFV to

C-NFV and to the DVN have been considered as an important parameter that can influence positively

on the selection of the NFV that navigates towards the DVN. This can improve on the delivery time

of the video streaming, hence improving the quality of the video streaming. The VTJ of the C-NFV

is considered to complement the VDR metric because the VDR does not guarantee the successful

delivery of video streaming in case of congestion; hence, there is a need for consideration of the future

position of vehicles and their distance from the destination. The VTJ of a C-NFV is estimated as a

function of present and the future distance of a C-NFV to the DVN from the PFV by employing the

velocities vpi
and vpj

. It is employed to determine the track of the C-NFV, which in turn provides the

navigation nearness of the C-NFV to the targeted DVN. It also estimate if the C-NFV is navigating

away from the DVN based on the distance calculation and direction. The VTJ helps the PFV not to

perform incorrect forwarding decision based on density and SINR without considering if the C-NFV is

navigating towards the DVN, which can result to loss of video packet. Therefore, the trajectory of the

C-NFV is essential and benefiting parameter for vehicular communication.

The VTJ(C−NFV) of a C-NFV using the Future Distance FD(C−NFV↔DVN)(ti) to the DVN at time t

and the Present Distance to the DVN is PD(C−NFV↔DVN)(t0), here t0 is assumed as zero (0) since it is

the initial time. The FD(C−NFV↔DVN)(ti) is estimated by computing the future position of the C-NFV

based on its speed considering Equation (3). First, the distance between the C-NFV and the DVN needs

to be estimated; it is estimated based on the position of both C-NFV and the DVN. The Euclidean

distance is calculated for each of the C-NFV to the DVN as expressed in Equation (4). The speed of the

C-NFV and DVN are considered as D(C−NFV↔DVN) = ‖
→
pC−NFV −

→
pDVN‖ in relation to the condition

given in Equation (7) [11]. The distance can be expressed as follows.

D(C−NFV)(t0) = ‖
→
pC−NFV −

→
pDVN‖ (3)
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Thus, Equations (4) and (5) are derived by considering the present distance of C-NFV at t0 = 0

and the future distance of C-NFV t = ti, respectively.

D(C−NFV↔DVN) =

√

(

pi(C−NFV) − pi(DVN)

)2
+

(

pj(C−NFV) − pj(DVN)

)2
(4)

D(C−NFV)(ti) = ‖
→
pC−NFV + (vC−NFV × t) −

→
pDVN‖ (5)

The probability of stoppage of a speeding C-NFV Pr(STPC−NFV) has not been considered in the

trajectory or vehicle tracking estimation. This is important because the behavior and decision of driver

cannot be ascertained at any given time. Hence, the probability of stoppage of a speeding C-NFV

has been introduced based on the number of changes in velocity ∆(vi). The number of changes in

velocity is based on the variation of different speed received within the different time of the hello

message exchange including stopping at the traffic lights. Therefore, the C-NFV with lower variation

in speed and closer to the DVN has been considered as one of the requirements for the NFV selection.

The probability of C-NFV stoppage is estimated as in Equation (6). The C-NFV with a smaller value

of Pr(STPC−NFV) and a smaller value of VTJ(C−NFV) distance to the DVN is considered as one of the

parameter for selecting NFV.

Pr(STPC−NFV) = 1−

(

1
∑n

i=1 ∆(vi)

)

(6)

For the purpose of clarity, ω is substituted for Pr(STPC−NFV), σ0 is substituted for D(C−NFV)(t0),

σi is substituted for D(C−NFV)(ti) and the distance between SVN and DVN D(SVN↔DVN) is replaced

with τ in the following Equations (7)–(9).

VTJ(C−NFV) =































1, if σ0 × (ω) < R

1, if σ0 × (ω) > Randσ1 × (ω) < R

f(σ0,σi), if σ0 × (ω),σi × (ω) > Randσ0 × (ω) > σi × (ω)

g(σ0,σi), if σ0 × (ω),σi × (ω) > Randσ0 × (ω) < σi × (ω)

(7)

where

f(σ0,σi) =
σi − τ

R− τ
(8)

g(σ0,σi) =
σ0 − τ

R− τ
(9)

The evaluation of the VTJ is conducted at the two paths, which are computed at each vehicle of

the multipath. The positions of C-NFV and DVN are represented as
→
pC−NFV and

→
pDVN, respectively.

The brackets ‖.‖ is the modulus function of a vector. The trajectory parameter value increases as

the C-NFV navigates towards the DVN; it decreases as the C-NFV navigates away from the DVN,

as shown in Equation (7). Considering the equation, four different situations of the tracking parameters

are depicted. The first situation is when the C-NFV is within the transmission coverage R of the

DVN with estimation of its probability of stoppage σ0 × (ω) < R thus, the VTJ(C−NFV) is given the

highest value, which is 1, in respective of the value of σ1 × (ω). The second situation is when the

future distance C-NFV is within the transmission coverage of the DVN with the probability of its

stoppage σ0 × (ω) > R and σ1 × (ω) < R; hence, the VTJ(C−NFV) is also given the highest value, that is

1. The third situation is when the present distance and future distance of C-NFV are both greater

than the transmission coverage with a probability of stoppage σ0 × (ω), σi × (ω) > R. At this point,

the condition σ0 × (ω) > σi × (ω) with estimation of its probability of stoppage at the subcase is

considered, which means that the future distance of C-NFV to the DVN is less than the present distance

of C-NFV to DVN. It means that the C-NFV is getting nearer to the DVN. The forth, which is the

last situation, only the sub-case σ0 × (ω) < σi × (ω) is considered, it means that the future distance

of C-NFV to the DVN is greater than the present distance of the C-NFV to the DVN. This implies
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that, the C-NFV is getting far apart from the DVN. Therefore, two functions fandg are introduced in

Equations (8) and (9), respectively. Thus, the vehicle tracking is an important parameter for vehicular

communication that can assist in selection of the optimal NFV, which improves the quality of the video

delivery. The hello message receive rate, which can be related to the playback freezes and startup delay

of a video packet has been discussed in the next subsection.

3.1.3. Hello Message Receive Rate

The hello message receive rate has been employed to justify playback freezes with startup delay,

which is considered as another important parameter for achieving quality video streaming. The essence

of employing this metric is based on consideration of the nature of data that is being transmitted from

source to destination. However, the two different parameters considered in the previous subsections

are very important but might not be adequate, because they may not guarantee the quality of the video.

Minimum arrival time is required for better quality display if there is a delay in single packet most

especially the I-frame, the whole of the previous packet might not be meaningful after the display.

Thus, there is a need for a parameter that considers the video characteristics of the playback freezes.

Despite estimating the VDR for selecting NFV that is within a particular road and estimating the

vehicle trajectory towards the destination. There is still a need to take advantage of the Hello message

Receive rate (HmRr) of each of the C-NFV in order to know the C-NFV has greater link connectivity

with PFV. This will enable the estimation of how fast the C-NFVs can forward or deliver a video stream

to destination.

The startup delay in video streaming is the latency between when the video packet is received to

the time it starts streaming. The time when streaming starts depends on the number of video frames

received within a specific period. The faster the video frames are delivered the faster the startup with

lower delay. A lower startup delay translates to a better quality video. The playback freezes occur

when there is no ample amount of video content in the buffer while the display has already started.

This leads to breaking or stopping of streaming during video display. Streaming with zero or few

playbacks freezes also translate to quality of the video streaming. Thus, both the playback freezes and

the startup delay are defined as a function of delay in transmission from one vehicle to another.

The number of the received hello message from each of the neighbor vehicles is calculated.

Every vehicle stores the number of hello messages received from each of its neighbors to the TNI.

The PFV select the vehicle with the highest number of hello messages at the time of video forwarding.

The vehicle with the highest hello message signifies that there is higher link connectivity with the PFV.

Therefore, the following Equation (10) is employed to compute the number of hello message received

rate of each C-NFV. The summation of all hello messages per C-NFV is compared with that of the other

C-NFVs and then the C-NFV that has forwarded the highest hello message is chosen. The C-NFV with

the highest value of HmRr is considered as a good C-NFV. The HmRr is computed to select two Relay

Vehicle Node (RVN) at the SVN and the intermediary vehicles compute the HmRr to select single NFV

up to the DVN.

THmRr =
n

∑

i=1

HmRr (10)

Here, it is assumed that the C-NFV with the highest hello message has a greater connectivity.

Thus, the delay in video delivery is minimal, which lead to zero or fewer freezes with lower startup

delay. Consequently, it helps in selecting an optimal vehicle that improves the quality of the video

streaming transmission. The THm,Rr is the total number of the received hello message by the PFV.

The next subsection discusses the accessible bandwidth estimation.

3.1.4. Accessible Bandwidth Estimation

In this subsection, the employment of Accessible Bandwidth Estimation (ABE), which is an

important parameter metrics for achieving quality video streaming has been discussed. The VDR,
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VTJ and the HmRr are important metrics, but cannot determine the level of availability of bandwidth

of the link between two vehicles. The ABE has been employed in some vehicular communication

research works, for example, in [11,23]. The ABE is based on the wireless standard for vehicular

communication, that is, IEEE 802.11p/WAVE protocol. Considering the fact that a video data has

a high data rate, the consideration of the available bandwidth is very essential to achieve a better

video quality and delivery. Therefore, the ABE has been considered as one of the metrics for video

stream forwarding decision to assist in choosing optimal NFV. However, in some previous research

works, the packet loss has been considered based on packet collision that occurs in the entire network

scenario. This concept is not adequate since in ABE only the bandwidth of a link between two vehicles

is feasible. Therefore, the ABE is estimated at each single link, that is, the link between the PFV and

C-NFVs. The major phases of the ABE are synchronization of channel idle period and, back-off and

collision phase. In the ABE, individual vehicles compute it idle duration via sensing of the channel

medium. The wireless link idle duration of the transmitting vehicle (IDtv) and the receiving vehicle

(IDrv) are estimated in ABE. Further, the back-off and collision phase are considered when a sender

vehicle transmits a video packet and the medium of the receiving vehicle is not idle.

The operation process involves that each vehicle senses its channel medium and compute its

idle time percentage. The (IDtv) and (IDrv) of a wireless link in ABE are computed based on link

capacity C. The concept is that for communication to occur there is a need for both the transmitter

and the receiver vehicle to be at an idle state, which is not realistic considering the high density of

urban scenario. Due to this reason, it is difficult to synchronize the idle duration of both transmitting

vehicle and the receiving vehicle. There is possibility of video packet loss due to video packet collision.

Therefore, the ABE estimate the hello messages collision probability (hmprob). The probability of video

packet (vp) collision of a given number of (N) vehicles with average speed (Sp) in an urban scenario is

formulated in Equation (11).

prob(vp, N, Sp) = f(vp, N, Sp) × hmprob(vp, N, Sp) (11)

The f(vp, N, Sp) is derived based on Lagrange polynomial interpolation as in

Tripp-Barba et al. [23] by utilizing the video packet losses and the hello message losses obtained

from the simulation. The overhead generated due to the binary exponential back-off of the collision

phase has been derived based on [24]. Equation (12) represents the back-off estimation mechanism

(K), the duration difference between the transmission of two video frames is represented as Ddiff.

The Distributed coordination Function Inter-frame Space (DIFS) (IEEE 802.11 standard, 2003) is a static

range of time for vehicle node to access the channel medium when it is free for duration not longer

than DIFS. The back− off is the average number of decremented back-off slot for a single frame.

K =
DIFS + back− off

Ddiff
(12)

The two different phases, which are essential for estimating the ABE between transmitting and

receiver vehicle, are integrated. In this study, the transmitting vehicle is considered as PFV, while the

receiving vehicle is the NFV. The transmitting vehicle computes the ABE of each of the C-NFVs’

wireless link based on [23] as in Equation (13).

ABEC−NFV = (1−K) × (1− (prob(vp, N, Sp)) × IDrv × IDtv ×C (13)

At the final stage, the ABEC−NFV is multiplied by C, which is the capacity of the link. Based on

Equation (13), the value of the metric (mtABE)ABEC−NFV is within the range of 0 to 1, that is,

0 ≤ mtABEC−NFV
≤ 1. The high value of ABE means a larger bandwidth capacity in the link created
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between the PFV and C-NFV, which is further divided by the link capacity C. Equation (14) represents

the metric ABE (mtABEC−NFV
) of a PFV to the C-NFV.

mtABEC−NFV
=

ABEC−NFV

C
(14)

Thus, the ABE has been considered as one of the major metrics for NFV selection requirement to

attain better video transmission. The next metric considered for the selection decision is the signal to

interference plus noise ratio.

3.1.5. Signal to Interference Plus Noise Ratio

Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) is also an essential parameter, most especially when

considering a city/urban vehicular network settings. The SINR evaluates the level of interference and

channel noise of the candidate NFV. This is important considering the obstructions in the road area such

as tall vehicles and tall buildings. The different source of noise, which are from other communication

devices is also estimated in SINR [25]. Meanwhile, the SINR has been employed, which is formulated

as given in Equation (15). Therefore, considering the type of scenario employed in this study, which is

an urban scenario, the interference and the noise have been adequately considered when selecting an

NFV for quality video streaming transmission.

SINR(pi,pj)
=

SPWFRD(pi,pj)
× l

(

pi − pj

)

ϕ+ σ

(

pj

) (15)

where pi is the transmitting vehicle position and pj signal receiver vehicle’s position; SPW is the

transmitting signal power and FRD is the random fading between the transmitting vehicle and the

receiving vehicle; l is the distance between pi and pj, while ϕ and σ represent the external noise and

small short-noise of pj, respectively. Thus, the SINR is employed when selecting the best NFV for

video streaming transmission.

The metrics discussed in Sections 3.1.1–3.1.5 are collected through the hello message broadcasted

to all neighbor vehicles. The neighbor vehicles send information including their road-id and their

directions, which are used to compute the VDR metric. The information based on position, speed and

direction are used to estimate the VTJ metric of the C-NFV to the DVN. The information extracted from

the hello message count is used to estimate the HmRr of the neighbor vehicles, which can improve on

the playback freezes and the startup delay of the video streaming. Further, the time when the first

hello message arrived to the PFV and the total quantity of hello messages received from an individual

vehicle are employed to estimate the idle time and video packet losses, thus estimating the ABE of the

wireless link. Finally, the positions, transmitting signal power based on the distance between positions

are also employed to estimate the SINR of the link between the PFV and the C-NFV in the vehicular

communication. The next section discussed the video streaming data forwarding stage.

3.2. Multi-Metric Video Streaming with Dynamic Self-Weigthting Score

In this subsection, the multi-metric is categorized into two (2), including multi-metric

evaluation without and with dynamic self-weighting for video data forwarding, which involves

the aforementioned metrics.
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3.2.1. Multi-Metric Video Streaming without Dynamic Self-Weighting Score

The Multi-metric, which consist of VDR, VTJ, THmRr , ABE and SINR as discussed in Section 3.1

have been employed for selecting optimal NFV. These metrics are computed in order to select optimal

NFV. The concept of the video data forwarding considering different frames based on frame splitting

has been discussed earlier in Section 1. Considering the number of multi-metrics employed, an equal

fixed weight value has been assigned to each of the metrics in order to evaluate the most optimal C-NFV.

The vehicle with the highest multi-metric score is considered as the most optimal NFV. The weight

assigned is denoted as weights = wt1, wt2, . . . , wtn, n represents the number of metrics, since the

number of metrics utilized are five (5), n = 5. The weight of each metric is given as 1
5 = 0.2 Further,

the weights wtn are allocated to the metrics mtn, which includes mtVDR, mtVTJ, mtTHmRr
, mtABEC−NFV

and mtSINR. These metrics are normalized since they have different units. Thus, the total summation

of the multi-metric score for each of the C-NFV is represented in Equation (16) as follows.

mtC−NFV =
5
∑

n=1
mtn(C−NFV) = mtVDR ×wt1 + mtVTJ ×wt2 + mtTHmRr

×wt3 + mtABE

×wt4 + mtSINR ×wt5

(16)

In Algorithm 1, the video data forwarding procedure is highlighted. Video packet and video ID

are generated including I-frame, P-frame and B-frame as discussed earlier in Section 1. The algorithm

employs the multiple metrics including VDR, VTJ, THmRr , ABE and SINR. The five metrics are

introduced into the video data forwarding algorithm in order to select an optimal NFV. Lines 1 to 10

calculate the metrics and identify the first two suitable vehicles as the RVNs, which are neighbors

to the SVN for multipath transmission. At line 12, if a C-NFV is not selected as the RVN, then it is

discarded. Line 13 to 19 involves the evaluation of the metrics in order to select a suitable vehicle

as the NFV. A C-NFV with a maximum value of the five metrics is selected. Equal weighting factor

has been assigned to the five metrics in order to assign equal priority to the metrics. In addition,

after each packet forwarding, the PFV retransmit I-frame when hello message is not received from

the last NFV within the period of one second, this is necessary in order to guarantee delivery of the

important frame, which in turn improves the quality of the video streaming since UDP has been

considered as the transmission protocol in this study. At the intermediary vehicles, lines 20 to 31 are

invoked to compute the multi-metric for selecting the optimal NFV. Whenever video data is forwarded,

information regarding the qualified vehicles is stored in the TNI at the vehicle P2. The forwarding

of video data continues until the C-NFV is the DVN, then the video packet is forwarded to DVN.

The DVN receives the video data compare and discard duplicate I-frame. Then the DVN rearranges

video packet for streaming and the video data forwarding procedure terminates. Figure 3 depicts the

flow of the multi-metric video streaming forwarding procedure.
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Algorithm 1. Multi-metric Video Streaming Forwarding

Iniate : videopacket

Iniate : videopktid

Insert : videopkttp = I_ f rame, P_ f rame, B_ f rame

Insert : IDo f DVNwhen f orwardingvideopkt

Output : Forwardvideopkt f romSVNtoDVN

1: ProcedureVideoDataForwarding(pi, data)

2: IfvideorequestreceivedbySVNThen

3:Obtainspeed, vehicle− id, road− id, direction, timestamp, position, Hmcounto f pi(s)

4: ComputeVDRo f pi(s)usingEq. (1)

5: ComputeVTJ(C−NFV)usingEq. (7)

6: ComputeHmRrusingEq. (10)

7: ComputeABE(C−NFV)usingEq. (14)

8: ComputeSINRusingEq. (15)

9: ComputeMetricvalueo f eachC−NFVusingEquation (16)

10: Identifysuitable f irsttwo
(

pi(s)RVN
)

basedonSAreaandmultimetric

11: InputID f ortheselected f irsttwo (RVN = P2, P3)

12: Else

13: Discardpi(s)ID

14: IfpiMax
(

VDR&&VTJ(C−NFV)&&HmRr&&ABEC−NFV&&SINR
)

Then

15: Forwardvideopkttp
(

I f rame

)

&videopktidtoP2&otherpi

16: Forwardvideopkttp
(

P f rame, B f rame

)

toP3&otherpi

17: Wait f orRandAmtTime

18: Retransmitvideopkttp(I_ f rame)viaP2path

19: Endif

20: Else

21: IfP2, P3alreadyreceivesvideopkttpThen

22: ComputetheMultimetrics

23: Selectquali f iedC−NFVbasedonline 14− 16

24: Forwardvideopkttp f romP2, P3totheirNFVs

25: InputIDo f quali f iedNFVstoTNIo f P2, P3

26: Endif

27: Else

28: IfpinotoptimalThen

29: Discard
(

videopktpi(s)

)

30: Endif

31: Else

32:Forward(videopkt)toquali f iedNFV

33: IfNFV == DVNThen

34: Forward(videopkt)toDVNwithoutcomputingmetrics

35: Check f orduplicateI − FramewiththesameIDandDiscardone

36: Else

37: Forward(videopkt)toNFV

38: Endif

39: Endif

40: EndProcedure
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Figure 3. Packet Forwarding-based Road-based Multi-metric Forwarder Evaluation scheme for

Multipath Video Streaming (RMF-MVS) Flowchart.

3.2.2. Multi-Metric Video Streaming with Dynamic Self-Weighting Score

In this subsection, the multi-metric score is further enhanced to be dynamically self-configured

for obtaining a more realistic score in order to weight the multiple metrics. In most of the existing

multi-metric forwarder schemes, equal or varied fixed weight value has always been assigned without

considering the change in the network condition. Considering the nature of VANETs and most

especially the urban scenario where there are several obstructions, there is a need to adapt the

multi-metric forwarder scheme to be dynamic in operation.

The multi-metrics are made to be self-configured, that is, dynamic. The dynamic weighting score

mechanism assigns weight to the different metrics based on the network situation. The dynamic weight

score is better than the fixed variable or equal value weighting because a metric is usually important

based on a certain situation in the VANETs environment. In selecting an optimal NFV, the PFV need to

evaluate the optimality of the NFV. Moreover, several metrics are considered. In most of the previous

work, the metrics are usually given equal or varied fixed value based on some assumption of perceived

importance. However, this is not always true because some metrics become more important based on

the current network situation. For example, considering VDR and SINR, the score for SINR might
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need to be given higher value compared to that of the vehicle density of the road when the vehicle

is at the junction area, because of many obstructing objects. Both the SINR and vehicle trajectory

are important metrics but in different situations. Therefore, a Road-based Multi-metric Forwarder

evaluation for Multipath Video Streaming with Dynamic Self-Weighting (RMF-MVS + DSW) has

been developed, which adapts to the network situation. The dynamic weight distribution categorizes

vehicles in an enhanced pattern by assigning each metric a certain priority depending on the most

recent network situations. In the DSW, higher weight score is assigned to the metric that has a lower

value, which tends to zero, while metrics with a higher value closer to one are given lower weight.

The whole idea is that the network conditions are collected and weights are provided in such a way

that it adapts to the variable of the network condition. With this concept, the important metrics based

on the network condition will not be assigned a smaller weight. This concept is carried out on all

C-NFVs. Thus, it enhances the selection of optimal NFV. The overall weights of all metrics are not

greater than one (1).

The PFV categorizes the C-NFV from the most suitable to the less suitable by employing

the multi-metric score mechanism. The weights of the metrics can be assigned as

Weights = wt1, wt2, . . ., wtn, the n represent the number of metrics, since the number of metrics

utilized are five (5), n = 5. These different metrics are calculated by the algorithm in order to have a

dynamic update considering the current network situation of the C-NFV. The concept is to point out

the metrics that can lead to better selection of the NFV among the C-NFVs.

The five metrics are represented as Metrics = mt1, mt2, mt3, mt4, mt5 which are equal to

VDR, VTJ, HmRr, ABE and SINR, respectively. Hence, the variation value of each metrics is

represented as VRm between the time interval of t0 and t1, such that t1 > t0, derived as follows

in Equation (17).

VRm =



























































VRm1 =
(mt1[t1]−AVmt1

[t1])−(mt1[t0]−AVmt1
[t0])

2

VRm2 =
(mt2[t1]−AVmt2

[t1])−(mt2[t0]−AVmt2
[t0])

2

.

.

.

VRm5 =
(mt5[t1]−AVmt5

[t1])−(mt5[t0]−AVmt5
[t0])

2

(17)

where 0 ≤ mtn[t0], mtn[t1] ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ AVmtn [t0], AVmtn [t1] ≤ 1, such that n ∈ (1, 5). The mtn[t0] and

mtn[t1] are the initial score of individual metrics mtn for period t0 and t1, respectively. The AVmtn [t0]

and AVmtn [t1] are the mean score value of metrics mtn computed for all the C-NFV. Thus, if VRm ≤ 0,

it depicts that the metrics mtn is becoming worst at the period (t1 − t0), as a result of this,

the variation value tends to zero VRm → 0 . Consequently, a vector related to VRm is derived

as VRm = (VRm1, VRm2, . . . , VRm5). Assuming that the maximum score of a vector VRm is VRmmax(x)

such that x ∈ (1− 5). The highest vector variation value is termed as the VRmmax(x)
. Then, it follows

the normalization of the vectors VRm between 0 and 1, that is, 0 ≥ VRm ≤ 1; the normalized vector is

named Nv, which is represented in Equation (18).
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In order to make sure that the total sum of weights of the metrics is equal to the maximum value

of one. Hence, a parameter τ value based on Equation (19) is formulated.

Nv =































































































Nv1 = VRm1
VRmmax(x)

.

.

.

Nv(x) =
VRmmax(x)

VRmmax(x)
= 1

.

.

.

Nv5 = VRm5
VRmmax(x)

.

(18)

τ =
1

∑5
n=1 Nvn

(19)

Further, vectors of weights Wt are normalized as follows in Equation (20):

Wt =















































































Wt1 = Nv1 × τ

.

.

.

Wtx = Nv(x) × τ = τ

.

.

.

Wt5 = Nv5 × τ.

(20)

Therefore, the weight scores (Wt1, Wt2, Wt3, Wt4, Wt5) of all the metrics are dynamically computed

instead of assigning equal or varied fixed weight to the multiple metrics. In the case that, all metrics

are becoming worst, which is a very rare situation, then all metrics are giving equal weight scores

Wtn = 1
5 . However, this kind of situation is very difficult to occur. Thus, the dynamic self-weighting

mechanism improves the optimality in the selection of NFV from the set of C-NFV. Thus, this leads to

higher video packet delivery.

Algorithm 2 computes the multi-metric dynamic self-weighting score for optimal NFV selection.

In line 1, the weighting score is initiated by computing the metrics and their corresponding scores,

which is in lines 2 and 3, respectively. Line 4 evaluates the variation value, which is based on the

difference between the average metric value of a C-NFV and the initial metric value at initial time and

at a different period of time, that is, line 5. The VRm vector values are normalized to values between

0 and 1 and the sum of the weight values are equalized to a value of 1, which is in line 6. In line 7,

the whole vector weight is normalized using Equation (20). Then, lines 8 and 9 test the variation of

the metric value and then assign a higher weight value to the metric that tends to zero, otherwise the

optimal NFV is selected based on the dynamic self-weighting of the metrics, which is in line 11. Lines

12 and 13 terminate the algorithm procedure. Figure 4 depicts the flow representation of the dynamic

self-weighting score.
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Algorithm 2. Dynamic Self-Weighting Score

Input : Multimetricvalues

Output: Dynamic self-weighting score for NFV selection

1: ProcedureWeightingscore f orNFVs

2: ComputeVDR, VTJ, ABE, HmRr, SINR

3: ComputeMultimertricscoreusingEquation 16

4: EvaluateVRmVariationvalueo f metricsusingEquation 17

5: NormalizeVectorVRm ∈ (0 ≥ VRm ≤ 1) usingEquation 18

6:Expressthesumo f weightso f metrics == 1 usingEquation 19

7: NormalizeVectoro f WtusingEquation 20

8: Ifmetricscorevariationishigh(VRm → 0) then

9:AssignhigherWttothemetric f oroptimalNFVselection

10: Else

11: SelectoptimalNFVbasedontheWtscore

12: Endif

13: EndProcedure

 

ℎ ℎ ℎ ℎ

 

Figure 4. Dynamic Self-Weighting Score Flowchart.
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The whole concepts discussed in this section are implemented based on greedy-based geographic

routing. The complete implementation process including simulation settings and performance

evaluation of the proposed scheme are presented in Section 4.

4. Performance Evaluation

In this section, the simulation results achieved to assess the performance of the proposed schemes

against the baseline schemes. The Performance evaluation is divided into two parts, namely, RMF-MVS

and RMF-MVS+DSW. The results analyses of the proposed scheme are discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2,

respectively. The benchmarking schemes, which are the baseline work considered including Multimedia

Multi-metric Map-aware Routing Protocol (3MRP) with Dynamic Self-Weighting (3MRP + DSW) by

Mezher and Igartua [11] and Multipath Solution with Link and Node Disjoint for VANETs video

streaming (MSLND) [9].

The proposed RMF-MVS with DSW is implemented using the prominent network simulator

NS-2.34 Chen et al. [26], Simulator of Urban MObility (SUMO) Krajzewicz et al. [27] and Evalvid [28].

The NS-2 is a network simulator that enables the simulation of network communication. The SUMO

employs the MObility model generator for VANETs (MOVE) [29]. It has the ability of creating a

realistic model for mobility of vehicles in urban traffic scenario. The Evalvid has been employed for

providing video frame and for video quality evaluation framework. The Manhattan city digital map

with latitude: 39.191 to 39.184 and longitude of −96.574 to −96.563 is employed for the mobility and

traffic environment setup (see Figure 5). The digital map structure and data are acquired from the

OpenStreetMap contributors.

 

− −

 

 

Figure 5. Simulation Scenario of Manhattan City Map.

The summary of the simulation parameters are depicted in Table 1, which include the urban

simulation area, simulation time, vehicle speed, number of vehicles, the MAC protocol, video resolution,

video play duration, the transmission range, frequency bandwidth, propagation model, antenna model,

traffic type, channel type, transmission protocol, hello packet timeout and scenarios. Some other MAC

protocols such as 802.11b and 802.11a have been tested for vehicular communication. However, they are

not efficient for speedy vehicles. The 802.11p has proved its efficiency in VANET and thus has been

considered as the most suitable and efficient communication protocol for highly mobile vehicles.
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Table 1. Simulation Parameter.

Parameters Values

Urban simulation area 1000 × 1000 m2

Simulation time 600 s
Vehicle speed 2.78 to 13.89 m/s (10 to 50 km/h)
Number of vehicles 50 to 500
MAC protocol IEEE 802.11p
Video resolution 352 × 288
Video play duration 139 s
Transmission range 250 m
Frequency Bandwidth 5.9 GHz
Propagation model Shadowing
Antenna model Omni-directional
Traffic type Constant Bit Rate
Channel type Wireless
Transmission Protocol UDP
Hello packet timeout 1 s
Scenarios High-density urban scenario
Comparison protocol MSLND, 3MRP and 3MRP + DSW
Metrics PSNR, SSIM index, PLR and E2ED

The performance of RMF-MVS with DSW (RMF-MVS + DSW) has been evaluated considering

two different cases including density of vehicle and video data rates. The evaluation is conducted

in terms of different metrics, namely, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural SIMilarity index

(SSIM), Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) and End-to-End Delay (E2ED). Both PSNR and SSIM are well known

metrics for evaluating Quality of Experience (QoE) in multimedia data transmission. The PSNR is

the representation of ratio for the maximum value of a signal and the power of distortion that affects

the video quality [17,30]. The SSIM index is employed to estimate the apparent similarity between

the original video image and the forwarded video images [31,32]. The PLR is calculated based on the

ratio of video packet drop to the actual amount of video packet transmitted from source vehicle to

the destination vehicle [11,33], while the E2ED is the summation of time taken for video packet to be

transmitted from source vehicle to destination vehicle [34,35].

4.1. Result Analysis of RMF-MVS

The performance of RMF-MVS scheme is assessed in terms of PSNR, SSIM index, which are

Quality of Experience (QoE) measure and E2ED, which is sometimes considered as Quality of Service

(QoS) metric based on different densities of vehicles and different data rates of the video streaming.

The proposed scheme is benchmarked against MSLND and 3MRP schemes. In Figure 6a, the PSNR

of the video data based on different vehicle densities has been depicted. In the simulation, it is

observed that the PSNR of the video increases as the number of vehicles increases, although with

a small fluctuation in the increase and decrease. The PSNR of the video data starts to drop when

the vehicle number is above 300. The PSNR relatively drops, but the video data still maintains

reasonable value above the average value of the PSNR that is 20dB for the various densities considered.

The increase in PSNR despite the high vehicle density might be connected to the road-based multiple

metrics considered. Since, the metrics employed utilizes the vehicle advancement, road density and

hello message receive rate of the NFV for video transmission. In addition, the high PSNR might be

due to the presence of ample amount of vehicles that are available for video forwarding. Both the

3MRP and MSLND have lower video quality compared to the proposed RMF-MVS. Thus, RMF-MVS

outperformed the two baseline schemes mentioned previously. The average percentage of video PSNR

attained by 3MRP, MSLND and RMF-MVS are 68.4%, 44.1% and 72.7%, respectively. The following

are the performance improvement on PSNR of the video data delivered by RMF-MVS with 50–500
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vehicles against the two baseline schemes as 4.3% and 28.6%; that is, RMF-MVS outperforms 3MRP

with 4.3% and MSLND with 28.6%.

  

(a) (b) 

–

Figure 6. Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) Results Based on Different (a) Number of Vehicles and

(b) Data Rates.

In Figure 6b, the PSNR is studied alongside the various transmitted video data rate. The result

depicts that the PSNR of the video is higher when the transmitted video size is small. However, a large

amount of video transmitted also achieves relatively good PSNR. The video quality, which is indicated

by the PSNR value decreases as the transmitted video size increases. The result shows that RMF-MVS

outperforms the 3MRP and MSLND. The average percentage gains of the three schemes are 66.7%,

48.4% and 70.1% for 3MRP, MSLND and RMF-MVS, respectively. The percentage of performance

improvement of RMF-MVS against 3MRP and MSLND are 3.4% and 21.7%, respectively.

Figure 7a depicts the structural similarity index of the video data in relation to different vehicle

densities. Considering the results, the structural quality increases with fluctuation as the number

of vehicles increases. The highest SSIM index was observed when the density of vehicles is 300.

However, there is a little drop in SSIM index as the number of vehicles increases above 300. Despite the

drop in SSIM index, the result is still significant because it is above the average value of the SSIM

index value. The high SSIM index observed at the initial stage when the number of vehicles is 50–300

might be connected to the reason that the vehicle trajectory is considered when selecting the NFV

by also considering the probability of vehicle stoppage. It can also be related to the hello message

receive rate estimated before selecting an NFV for video transmission. The road vehicle density

considered has influenced positively to the performance of the RMF-MVS scheme. The drop in video

SSIM index might be due to the large congestion of vehicles interaction in order to transmit video

data. Consequently, the result shows that RMF-MVS outperformed the 3MRP and MSLND in terms

of the SSIM index. The percentage gains of the three schemes are 79.1%, 75.8% and 81.1% for 3MRP,

MSLND and, RMF-MVS, respectively. The percentage of performance improvement of RMF-MVS

against 3MRP and MSLND are 2.0% and 5.3%, respectively.
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Figure 7. Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index Results Based on Different Number of (a) Vehicles and

(b) Data Rates.

Figure 7b shows that SSIM index has been studied alongside the various transmitted video data

rate. The result depicts that the SSIM index of the video increases as the transmitted data rate also

increases until when the data rate reaches above 1000 kbps, then the SSIM index start to drop with a

small variation. The video SSIM index has maintained above the average value of the SSIM index value.

Therefore, the result shows that RMF-MVS outperformed the 3MRP and MSLND. The percentage

gains of the three schemes are 79.6%, 75.01% and 82.5% for 3MRP, MSLND and RMF-MVS, respectively.

The percentage of performance improvement of RMF-MVS against 3MRP and MSLND are 2.9% and

7.5%, respectively.

Figure 8a shows that both the MSLND and RMF-MVS have lower delay compared to the 3MRP.

The E2ED has been plotted alongside various vehicle densities. The delay experienced in 3MRP

might be related to the building obstruction detection tool incorporated into the video transmission

scheme. While the MSLND also encountered some amount of delay, it is lower than that of 3MRP.

The reason for delay encountered in MSLND is due to the TCP transmission protocols that are

employed, which requires acknowledgement of video packet received. However, the RMF-MVS

outperformed the 3MRP scheme because the RMF-MVS continues transmission via the selected RVN

and NFV except if the vehicle is no more in the neighborhood of the PFV. The UDP employed does

not requires acknowledgement, thus makes transmission faster. The percentage delay encountered

is calculated based on the maximally allowable delay of 5 s. Thus, RMF-MVS, 3MRP and MSLND

schemes have 3.8%, 15.9% and 6.4% as their performance, respectively. The percentage of performance

improvement of RMF-MVS against 3MRP and MSLND are 12.1% and 2.6%, respectively.

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Delay (E2ED) Results Based on Different Number of (a) Vehicles and (b) Data Rates.
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Figure 8b depicts that RMF-MVS has the lowest delay compared to both the 3MRP and MSLND.

The E2ED has been plotted alongside different data rates. The delay experienced in 3MRP might be

connected to the high data rate transmitted, which causes queuing of video packets at the transmitting

vehicle. In addition, the obstruction detection mechanism might also increase the transmission delay.

The MSLND also has lower delay compared to that of 3MRP. However, the RMF-MVS outperforms

the 3MRP scheme because the RMF-MVS estimates the advancement and road density of the C-NFV

towards the DVN. The hello message receive rate of the C-NFV can also influence positively to the

total delay encountered during transmission. The percentage delay encountered is estimated based on

the maximally allowable delay of 5 s. Thus, RMF-MVS, 3MRP and MSLND schemes have 5.2%, 17.1%

and 7.1%, respectively. The percentage of performance improvement of RMF-MVS against 3MRP and

MSLND are 11.9% and 1.9%, respectively.

4.2. Result Analysis of RMF-MVS + DSW

The performance of RMF-MVS+DSW scheme is assessed in terms of PSNR, PLR and E2ED metrics

based on different densities of vehicles and different data rates of the video streaming. The proposed

scheme is benchmarked against 3MRP+DSW schemes. In Figure 9a, the PSNR of the video data based

on different vehicle densities has been shown. In the simulation, it is observed that the PSNR of the

video increases as the number of vehicles increases, as related in Figure 6a.

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Based on Varied Number of (a) Vehicles and (b) Data Rates Considering Dynamic

Weighting Score.

However, the performance of the video quality is higher for 3MRP + DSW and RMF-MVS + DSW

compared to the non-dynamic 3MRP and RMF-MVS. This is due to dynamic weighting score because it

estimates the real current value of a metric based on the network condition as at the time of video packet

forwarding. Thus, better results are obtained. Meanwhile, the RMF-MVS + DSW outperformed the

baseline 3MRP + DSW scheme in terms of the PSNR. Each of the 3MRP + DSW and RMF-MVS + DSW

scheme achieved 70.4% and 76.4% performance, respectively. Therefore, the percentage performance

improvement of the proposed scheme against the baseline scheme is 6.0%.

Figure 9b the PSNR of the video data based on varied data rates has been depicted. In the

simulation, it is also observed that the PSNR of the video decreases as the volume of data increases,

as correlated in Figure 6b. However, the performance of the video quality is higher for 3MRP + DSW

and RMF-MVS + DSW compared to the non-dynamic 3MRP and RMF-MVS based on the different

data rates. This is due to the dynamic weighting score as mentioned previously in the discussion

of Figure 9a. Thus, better results were achieved. Meanwhile, the RMF-MVS + DSW outperformed
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the baseline 3MRP + DSW scheme in terms of the PSNR. The 3MRP + DSW and RMF-MVS + DSW

scheme achieved 70.6% and 72.5% performance, respectively. Therefore, the percentage performance

improvement of the proposed scheme against the baseline scheme is 1.9%.

Figure 10a shows results of the PLR metrics evaluation considering a different number of vehicles.

Based on the simulation results, the PLR of the video data is relatively high but reduces as the number

of vehicle increases. It is observed that the video packet loss is minimal as the number of the vehicle is

greater than 300. However, the proposed RMF-MVS + DSW performed better than the existing 3MRP

+ DSW scheme. This is due to the fact that probability of vehicle stoppage has been considered for the

vehicle trajectory estimation.

  

(a) (b) 

…

Figure 10. Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) based on Varied Number of (a) Vehicles and (b) Data Rates

Considering Dynamic Weighting Score.

Likewise, the hello message receive rate and road vehicle density estimation with the higher value

was given to the vehicle direction towards the destination. The 3MRP + DSW and RMF-DSW scheme

attained 16.9% and 5.6% performance, respectively. Hence, the percentage performance improvement

for the proposed scheme against the baseline scheme was 11.3%.

Figure 10b represents the results of the PLR metrics evaluation considering different data rates.

Considering the results, the PLR of the video data is almost zero, which is very low, but increases as the

data rate increases. It is observed that the video packet loss is high in the case of 3MRP + DSW from

when the data rate is 800 kbps to 1600 kbps. However, the proposed RMF-MVS+DSW performed better

than the existing 3MRP + DSW scheme. This is due to the consideration of the dynamic self-weight

score for the multiple metrics employed. The 3MRP + DSW and RMF-MVS + DSW schemes 12.4% and

1.7% performance, respectively. Hence, the percentage performance improvement for the proposed

scheme against the baseline scheme 10.7%.

Figure 11a depicts the results of 3MRP + DSW and RMF-MVS + DSW, which is based on different

vehicle densities. In the multi-metrics with dynamic weight score, lower delay has been encountered

compared to the normal 3MRP and RMF-MVS. From the results, the RMF-MVS + DSW outperforms

the baseline scheme, that is, 3MRP + DSW. This is due to the multiple metrics considered for selection

of optimal next forwarding vehicle. The multi-metric parameters are light-weight compared to

the integration of REVsim for received signal strength evaluation of the candidate next forwarders.

Thus, the delay of RMF-MVS +DSW is reduced compared to the 3MRP +DSW. The average percentage

delay of 3MRP + DSW and RMF-MVS + DSW are 10.6% and 1.9%, respectively. Thus, the percentage

performance improvement of the proposed scheme against the baseline scheme is 8.7%.
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Figure 11. E2ED based on Varied Number of (a) Vehicles and (b) Data Rates Considering Dynamic

Weighting Score.

Figure 11b shows that RMF-MVS + DSW has a lower delay when compared to the 3MRP + DSW.

The E2ED values were plotted alongside various data rates. The delay in the dynamic self-weighting

score for the multi-metric is lower than the non-dynamic schemes, that is, 3MRP and RMF-MVS.

Delay encountered in the 3MRP + DSW can be related to the high data rate transmitted, which causes

queuing of video packets at the transmitting vehicle. Latency between the delivered data could affect

the quality of the video at the decoding stage. However, the RMF-MVS + DSW outperform the

3MRP + DSW scheme. Thus, 3MRP + DSW and RMF-MVS + DSW schemes have 14.1% and 3.7%

performance, respectively. The percentage performance improvement of RMF-MVS + DSW against

3MRP + DSW is 10.4%.

Figure 12a shows the computation delay of the proposed RMF-MVS + DSW considering different

vehicle speed at a fixed number of vehicles. The number of vehicles is kept fixed at 250, while the

vehicle speed is varied among10, 20, . . . , 50 km/h. It is observed that, the computation delay increases

as the speed of the vehicles is increased. This is in connection with the intermittent disconnection

among the highly mobile vehicle, thus leading to more time to computer multi-metric parameters.

Similarly, Figure 12b depicts the computation delay of the RMF-MVS + DSW considering different

vehicle speed with a fixed data rate at 800 kbps. The results demonstrate similar trend in terms of

increase in computation delay as the speed of the vehicles are increased. This is also related to the

connectivity problem in the process of multi-metric computation for next forwarding vehicle selection.

  

(a) (b) 

–

–

– –

–

Figure 12. Computation Delay against Varied Number of (a) Mobility (Speed) at Fixed Number of

Vehicles (250) and (b) Data Rates (800 kbps).
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5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a Road-based Multi-metric Forwarder selection Evaluation in Multipath Video

Streaming (RMF-MVS) scheme with DSW is proposed and simulated in order to assess its performance

against the existing schemes including MSLND and 3MRP with and without DSW. The aim of the

proposed scheme is to achieve optimal selection of the next forwarding vehicle for quality video

streaming transmission in a multipath setting. The scheme employed most important road-based

parameters including vehicle density on the road, vehicle trajectory, hello message received rate,

accessible bandwidth availability and signal to interference plus noise ratio for evaluating next

forwarding vehicle for video streaming. The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed

scheme outperforms the state-of-the-art schemes. However, to further enhance the suggested scheme,

future research study would be centered on multi-metric optimization based on quality parameters

in order to attain quality video streaming in urban vehicular communication. Energy aware video

offloading into edge of road things [36], vehicular trust based video transmission [37] and access

control in video transmission under dense traffic environment [38] will be some of the quests in our

future research direction in next hop based vehicular video transmission [39].
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